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WHERE ACCESSIBILITY THRIVES,
LEADERS THRIVE
ProFound is building a purpose-led
company that will combat
underemployment.  By forming a selective
professional network of highly
accomplished leaders who have
championed disability innovation, we can
change the workforce landscape.
Your participation as a Founding Member
will shape a technology platform and
personalized solutions including leadership
coaching, leadership assessment, pay
negotiation support and more to bolster its
network of talented leaders who are
building the movement and changing the
world.

DISABILITY-INCLUSIVE
THOUGHT LEADERS UNITE

You've been nominated to join us at the
first ProFound Summit for disability-
inclusive leaders and accessibility
advocates.  This invitation-only gathering
convenes top thought leaders in the
disability movement.  You will engage in a
powerful workshop and meaningful
conversations, enjoy a beautiful
destination and wonderful meals together,
and have opportunities reflect on how to
maximize your impact as a leader.  Your
attendance secures your role as a
Founding Member of ProFound and offers
the ability to shape the strongest
professional network ever created among
disability-inclusive leaders.

Thu 1/26/23- Fri 1/27/23
Inn at Perry Cabin

St Michaels, Maryland

Registration deadline
12/23/22

Space is limited
to 40 attendees

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER

FOUNDING MEMBERS
LEADERSHIP SUMMIT

https://www.profound.eco/
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MORE ABOUT THE SUMMIT

ProFound is building a powerful professional network of
disability inclusive leaders  

MORE ABOUT PROFOUND

Meredith Sadoulet, founder and CEO of ProFound, has a personal
connection to and professional experience (corporate and national
Boards) with disability inclusion. She has spent over 20 years in
large-scale, global Fortune 100 companies implementing workforce
strategies for leadership development, recruitment, organizational
performance, and diversity, equity, inclusion. 
During her career, she has launched award-winning future of work
innovations across numerous industries that have benefited the
careers of thousands of leaders, from early career high potential
professionals through C-suite executives and CEOs. Meredith
prepared for her role as founder by incubating a startup within a
corporate accelerator in a Fortune 30 company.

MORE ABOUT YOUR HOST
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Role as an accomplished Executive, Founder, Business Owner,
Academic, Athlete, Veteran, Influencer or equivalent leader
Desire to make workforce impact and positive contributions to
others' lives and communities
Interest in continuous learning and professional development
Powerful advocacy for disability inclusion and accessibility

The only network for highly accomplished accessibility champions,
ProFound cultivates relationships, fosters innovation, guides
personal development, and enables social impact, with tools and
platforms established with a foundation of accessibility. 
ProFound is making invitations to Founding Members due to their:

Cozy fireside welcome luncheon
Leadership workshop and coaching discussions
Exquisite dinner of seasonal selections and wine
On-site activities for relaxation, mindfulness, and recharging
Casual networking and relationship-building
Exploration of offerings to optimize your membership in ProFound
Group dialogue to build and shape ProFound's network
Delicious departure brunch

The Summit offers an opportunity for intimate networking and
impactful group discussions, as well as reflection time for your
personal professional goals.  Our time together includes:

FOUNDING MEMBERS
LEADERSHIP SUMMIT

https://www.profound.eco/
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Attendance at a ProFound 2023 Summit - a two-day, invitation-only gathering of disability-
inclusive thought leaders.  The Summit includes lodging at a beautiful destination, delicious meals,
powerful relationship building, and an engaging professional leadership workshop hosted by an
award-winning talent executive and disability advocate.  The Summit will convene leaders with the
experience and influence to change the workforce landscape, bringing greater disability inclusion
and accessibility to it.  Together, we can unlock economic, workforce, and career potential.

Personalized Leadership Coaching - engagement with a certified executive leadership coach to
support self-discovery, growth opportunities, personal goals, and approaches to optimizing
contributions to the accessibility movement across the global workforce.

Access to Leadership Development and Personal Branding Resources - suite of proven
resources to equip you with data and benchmarking  to inform your self-awareness and leadership.

Digital Platform - serve as an early contributor to the ProFound platform that will support
members, providing a preference-based accessible technology experience.  

Referral Opportunities - as leading figures in disability advocacy, your recommendations for other
Founding Members will be prioritized so that your network of powerful disability-inclusive leaders
may be among the first to join the ProFound network.  

One-Year Membership - extended only to Founding Members, attendance at a ProFound 2023
Summit will include full membership in the network for one year.

Unique Opportunity to Shape and Build ProFound from its Foundation - our Founding Members
will experience a once-in-a-career opportunity to help shape a new DEI, disability-mission, woman-
owned startup.  Participate in the exhilarating journey with your skills and ideas, with an opportunity
to serve on advisory committees, product development boards, and more.  

MEMBERSHIP FEE

$2,900 annual fee
for Founding Members
(includes Leadership Summit attendance)

MEMBERSHIP
FOR FOUNDING MEMBERS

INCLUDED IN FOUNDING MEMBERSHIP FEE

Founding Memberships 
are invitation-based, extended to the
world's top disability-inclusive leaders

Other Executive Networks Cost
$5,800 - $16,500 Per Year

and many charge additional initiation dues, conference and other fees

https://www.profound.eco/

